Understanding how software systems evolve is useful from different perspectives: reverse engineering, empirical studies etc.. For an effective understanding we need an explicit meta-model. We introduce Hismo, a meta-model which is centered around the notion of history and we show how we can obtain it from a snapshot meta-model. Based on our experience in developing the Hismo reverse engineering system, we show how we can transform a snapshot meta-model in a history metamodel.
Introduction
During the 1970's it became more and more clear that keeping track of software evolution was important, at least for very pragmatic purposes such as undoing last changes. Early versioning systems such as SCCS made it possible to record the successive versions of software products. This led to text-based delta algorithms. Some basic services were also added in order to model information such as who changed files and why. However only very rudimentary models were used to represent this information -typically a few unstructured lines of text to be inserted in a log file.
While versioning systems enabled recording the history of each source file independently, configuration management systems (CMS) attempted to record the history of software products as a collection of versioned source files. Research on configuration management was very active in the 80's and 90's, but the emphasis was still on controlling and recording software evolution.
The importance of modeling and analyzing software evolution started to be recognized in the early 1970's with the work of Lehman [15] . Yet, it was only until recent years that extensive research has been spent on exploiting the wealth of information residing in versioning repositories. While it was possible to find which specific lines of code were changed between two versions of a particular file, this led to too much and two detailed information to be really useful. However, most of the approaches developed so far, do not rely on an explicit meta model for evolution analysis and do not facilitate the comparison of different evolutions.
Various approaches have been proposed to analyze different aspects of software evolution [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . Each of these approaches typically focuses on only some traits of software evolution (e.g., which parts are changed the most, what kind of changes happened in a particular part etc.), and do not rely on explicit meta models. In such conditions, is it is difficult to understand what the models exactly refer to. The lack of explicit meta-model makes it difficult to compare and integrate tools even when they provide similar yet different or complementary results.
The authors have already built the case for an explicit meta-model centered around the notion of history [6] . The name of the proposed meta-model is Hismo. We implemented Hismo in a tool called Van which is built on top of the Moose reengineering environment [7] . We use Hismo for characterizing the evolution of software and we validated it in a number of occasions for reverse engineering purposes [9, 10, 11, 16] .
In our implementation, Hismo is based on the FAMIX meta-model [5] . However, the concept of history is by no means dependent on FAMIX and the approach can be applied to other meta-models as well. In other words from a conceptual view Hismo could be seen as a meta-model transformation transforming a snapshot meta-model into an history meta-model. This paper investigates this idea by considering the problem of evolution analysis from a Model Driven (Reverse) Engineering perspective.
In the next section we briefly present the concepts in Hismo, in Section 3 we describe the transformation needed for obtaining Hismo and before concluding, we discuss our approach. The Hismo meta-model is based on the explicit notions of history and versions. As these concepts are generic, they have to be applied to specific entities such as packages, classes, methods or any entity related to software that we want to study and for which having a version makes sense. Figure 1 shows Hismo applied to packages and classes. In the figure we also show the relation between our meta-model and the Evolution Matrix [14] . In the lower part of the figure we represent two Evolution Matrixes in which each cell represents a ClassVersion and each column represents PackageVersions.
Hismo in a Nutshell
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We define a history to be a sequence of versions. Thus, each line in the Evolution Matrix represents a ClassHistory (left matrix). Moreover, the whole matrix is actually a line formed by PackageVersions (right matrix), which means that the whole matrix can be seen as a PackageHistory (left matrix). In the right side of the figure we see the relationship between the version entities while in the left side of the figure we show the relationships between the history counterparts. From the figure we see there is a parallelism between the version entities and the history entities. Each version entity has a correspondent history entity. Also, the relationship at version level (e.g., a Package has many Classes) has a correspondent at the history level (e.g., a PackageHistory has more ClassHistories).
Further, we describe how we can generate Hismo based on the snapshot meta-model.
Transforming Snapshot Meta-Models into History MetaModels
In this section we discuss the transformation needed for obtaining Hismo starting from a snapshot model like FAMIX or UML.
In Figure 2 we show in details the transformation which generates from a Class entity in the snapshot meta-model the corresponding ClassHistoryClassVersion meta-model. Thus, a ClassHistory is a sequence of ClassVersions. Also the model allows us to define history properties based on structural properties.
For example, having the number of lines of code (LOC) as an attribute in a Class, we can derive the minimum or the maximum lines of code in the history. In the figure we show how we derive the Evolution of Lines of Code, as the sum of the absolute differences of the lines of code in subsequent versions. The history properties obtained in this manner, characterize and summarize the evolution. Using such measurements can pinpoint the places which were changed a lot, or places which were hardly changed at all. mation we have the PackageHistory as containing multiple ClassHistories. In the down-right side of the figure we see the generated code in Smalltalk for obtaining the ClassHistories starting from a PackageHistory.
Discussion
Having history as a first class entity encapsulates the evolution of structural entities. In this paper we showed an example of deriving history properties (e.g., Evolution of Lines of Code) based on structural properties (e.g., Lines of Code). History properties characterize the evolution of entities from a particular point of view. This approach allows one to manipulate time information just like structural information. In our example, we have a number characterizing the number of lines of code in a Class and we have a number characterizing the evolution of lines of code in a ClassHistory.
The drawback of such properties resides in compressing large quantity of data into a limited set of properties. Yet, we used history properties and showed their usefulness in different evolution analyses: characterize how changes appear in the system [9] ; use time to improve the detection of design flaws [16] ; visualize the evolution of class hierarchies [11] ; detect patterns of change [10] .
In Figure 3 we showed an example of how to reach our Smalltalk implementation for the navigation from PackageHistory to ClassHistory. In the same way we can generate the code for another language (e.g., Java). Also, in the example we just talked about Package and Class, but in a similar manner we could extend the diagram for other entities as well.
For example, in Figure 4 we show an excerpt of Hismo, as implemented in our tool. The structural meta-model consists of different entities (e.g., Method). These entities are wrapped by a Version correspondent (e.g., MethodVersion) and the Versions are contained in a History (e.g., MethodHistory). We create Versions as wrappers for StructuralEntities because in a Version we store the relationship with the History. Thus, we are able to compute properties for a particular Version in the context of the History. For example, having a version we can navigate to the previous or the next version. Fig. 4 . An excerpt of Hismo and its relation with a source code meta-model. We did not represent all the inheritance relationships to not affect the readability of the picture.
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Conclusions
We defined history as being a sequence of versions and we briefly presented Hismo as a history meta-model centered around the notion of history. We then argued that we can obtain Hismo starting from a structural meta-model, we specified the transformations needed, and we showed how we can reach our Smalltalk ( Figure 3 ) implementation based on the transformations.
In the future we want to implement the automated transformations in our environment and validate the approach by using our evolution analysis tools on models generated with an industrial case tool.
